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How and when to gather optimizer statis-
tics is a difficult issue, and there is no single
answer that is suitable for all databases.
This article explores the matters that need
to be considered, so that you can decide
what is best for you and your database.

I have to take a deep breath at this point.
Not only because I feel the wrath of Hamlet
lovers everywhere, but also because this is
going to be a contentious article. Many of
you will disagree with my analysis and with
my conclusions, but then again there is no
great consensus amongst the experts. 
If, however, the article raises both awareness
and debate I will consider it a success.

What are we trying to optimise?

The first thing to understand
is that the performance of 
our databases needs to be 
consistent and predictable. 
This is not a matter of 
maximising averages. 
This is a general point about
performance management
that is true not just for 
databases, and not just for IT.
A few years ago The Royal
Mail conducted a survey of 
its customers to see how
important to them a morning
delivery was. They wanted to
know whether a lunchtime
delivery would be acceptable if the price
was lower. What they discovered was that
their customers were concerned that the
service was guaranteed far more than with
the specifics of the service itself. For exam-
ple, imagine that you had a car that did
200 miles to the gallon most of the time,
but that unpredictably once in a while, for
short periods, it started consuming one 
gallon for every two feet. The car would be
useless to you, wouldn’t it? The same is
true for our customers. Sometimes, there is
a formal Service Level Agreement (SLA) in
place. If so, then it matters not if you
exceed the service level by a long way ten
months of the year, if you fail to meet it by
an equally long way the other two. Even if
a formal arrangement is not in place, data-
base users have an expectation of “normal”
performance and will make plans based on
that performance level being met.

To gather statistics 
or not to gather statistics?  
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That is the question. Whether it be better to suffer the slings and
arrows of outrageous execution plans or to take up arms against a sea

of performance problems and by so doing end them.

In case you are wondering, this is not the
contentious part of the article. You will find
very few, if any, experts who will disagree
with this point.

Why the Cost Based Optimizer
is difficult to manage

The good thing about the old Rule Based
Optimizer (RBO) was that it was consistent
and predictable. Give it the same SQL 
statement and it would produce the same
execution plan every time (unless you’d
rebuilt some indexes at some point, and
inadvertently changed their priority by 
creating them in a different order). Of
course the plan may very well not be a
good one, but if it was truly awful then you
would likely discover it during your testing.

The Cost Based Optimizer (CBO) was
introduced in Oracle 7 and operates in a
radically different way. It identifies an 
execution plan not on a fixed set of rules,
but on statistics about both the system
where the SQL statement is running and
the objects being accessed. This generally
results in a better execution plan, but not
always. In other words, even though its
performance is usually better it is neither
consistent nor predictable. This is one of
the main reasons why many DBAs did not
implement the CBO in Oracle versions 7,
8i and 9i.

Unfortunately this comparison between the
two optimisers is over simplistic. For one
thing, there are several reasons why it may
not be possible to identify and manually
correct the poorly performing SQL state-
ments in your system. There may be too

many, the source may not be available for 
a variety of reasons, or the users may have
the ability to create their own SQL 
statements either directly with SQL or
indirectly via SQL statement-generating
tools of one form or another.

However, the biggest problem with the
RBO is that the same execution plan may
not give you the same performance. For
example, when a system is newly deployed
its database may grow dramatically in the
first few weeks and months in ways that
may not be easy to predict in advance.
When this happens, it may be necessary to
change the execution plan in order to 
prevent degradation in performance and
achieve the consistency we are striving for.

For this reason the CBO is a much better
optimiser than the RBO, and as of 10g you
must use it to obtain support except in 
certain specific circumstances1.

And so we are left with the
unavoidable problem of hav-
ing to manage the inherent
unpredictability of the
CBO’s behaviour. Oracle has
given us at least six different
technologies to help us with
this problem that I will men-
tion in this article, but none
are without problems.

Again, all of this is fairly
uncontentious. It’s when we
start to discuss what to do
about it that the fun starts.

It is a question of “how and
when” rather than “if”

Let us make one thing clear right from the
start: the CBO needs statistics to operate
reasonably. You must at some point obtain
object statistics for most if not all of your
database objects one way or another. 
In Oracle 9i, system statistics (i.e. statistics
about the hardware response time ) were
introduced. You really should obtain these,
but the CBO will operate with defaults if
you do not. For more information on the
importance of system statistics see the 
following articles from Jonathan Lewis: 

1 The CBO examines statistics stored in the data 
dictionary and so will not operate unless the database
is fully open.  If you query the controlfile when the
database is only mounted you have no choice but to
use the RBO.

“Oracle has given us at least six 
different technologies to help us 
with this problem that I will mention
in this article but none are without
problems.”
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http://www.oracle.com/technology/pub/
articles/lewis_cbo.html

http://jonathanlewis.wordpress.com/2007/
05/20/system-stats-strategy/

The normal way to obtain object statistics
is to gather them. However, in certain cir-
cumstances you can copy them from anoth-
er object, set them to some known values,
import previously exported statistics, or
some combination of the above. For exam-
ple, you could gather statistics for a schema
and then manually adjust the clustering fac-
tor for one of the indexes in the schema.

As of Oracle 10g the CBO will, by default,
use dynamic sampling if statistics for an
object are unavailable. You might, for exam-
ple, use this with temporary tables as it is
difficult to gather statistics for them, but
relying on dynamic sampling all the time
may be both inefficient and unpredictable.

So to be clear: this article is about how and
when to obtain statistics, not whether you
need them at all.

Why does the CBO sometimes
get it wrong?

These types of article have a serious danger
of misleading naïve people. I know you are
not one of them, but in case one of your
junior colleagues (or your manager)
should read this article:

• The CBO will almost always generate a
plan that is as good as or better than
that created by any human, even an
expert

• When the CBO does generate a bad 
execution plan there is a good chance
that it is because the statistics are stale

• Another likely reason the CBO might
seem to do a bad job is because of 
poorly written SQL. In theory it doesn’t
matter how bad the SQL is as the 
optimizer should do the best that is 
possible for that SQL. However, if your
database has a column that has legal 
values of either “1” or “2”, it will be 
better to use the predicate “c1 = 2”
rather than “c1 <> 1” since the CBO
will look in the latter case for rows that
have “illegal” values. This is just one
example of how two queries that appear
identical might perform quite differently

Now we have that sorted out, there are a
small number of cases where the CBO will
get it horribly wrong even with well 
written SQL and the most accurate and 
up-to-date statistics. Unfortunately this
small number of cases tends to be highly
visible. Here are a couple of examples.

The CBO currently has no idea about
buffer cache hits. If you perform
10,000,000 logical I/Os on 10,000,000
blocks you will probably at some point
need to read most if not all 10,000,000
blocks from disk into memory. If, on the
other hand, those 10,000,000 logical I/Os
hit only 100,000 blocks that happen to be
already cached, then you may be able to
avoid physical I/O entirely. I have seen this
happen when table data is sorted by the
leading column of an index, but not by the
other columns in the index. When this 
happened to me, I was able to improve the
performance of an entire suite of queries 
by a factor of over one hundred by 
“misleading” the CBO!2

Another problem with the CBO relates to
correlated predicates. Suppose you have
this query: (see Figure 1):

What is the selectivity of the query?
Assuming that the CBO is able to correctly
determine that one twelfth of the rows in
star_signs have a value of ‘Leo’ for
sign_name, and one twelfth of the rows in
birth_dates have a value of ‘August’ for
birth_month, then the CBO will calculate
the selectivity of the above query as 1/144,
the product of the two contributing 
selectivities. Of course, the selectivity is
actually about one in ten because most 
people born in August have a star sign of
Leo and vice versa. When several tables 
are joined together even small errors in
selectivity calculations like this one can be
magnified into huge miscalculations.
Incidentally, this is the sort of thing that 
is constantly improving in the CBO. In
Oracle 11g extended statistics can be used to
help identify correlations between columns,
but as of yet only between columns in the
same table, and only when the number of
combinations is relatively small (254).

Even when the CBO makes an educated
guess that turns out to be hopelessly
wrong, it may stumble upon a decent 
execution plan by chance. However, if the
statistics change even by a small amount
then the CBO may select an execution 
plan that it now believes has just become
slightly better than the one it used before.
It is at that point the on-call DBA has his
or her pleasant dreams disturbed.

The Dave Ensor Paradox

“The only time it is safe to gather 
statistics is when to do so would make
no difference.”

This quote from Dave Ensor sums up 
nicely the views of those that feel that 
gathering statistics on a production system
is inappropriate. The idea is not that you

don’t gather statistics at all
but rather that you treat 
statistics like code; you 
subject all changes to 
an appropriate level of 
testing before deploying 
into production.

Suppose you were mucking about with
“explain plan” on your test system, and
thought that by adding a hint to a SQL
statement you could reduce the run-time to
below that of the un-hinted code. In most
environments you would be in serious
trouble were you to add the hint to the
production code without telling anybody
about it either beforehand or afterwards
and without even actually running the SQL
statement anywhere. You might even lose
your job. Gathering object statistics on 
systems might well change execution plans
to new and untested ones, so why do we let
Oracle do something that we might get
fired for?

This is a powerful argument, and in 
my opinion one that should be carefully
considered when planning your statistics
gathering strategy. In many ways, by 
testing statistic changes you get the best 
of both worlds. On the one hand you get 

2 There is an initialisation parameter
optimizer_index_cost_adj that can be adjusted to 
help the CBO but I don’t like using it as its effects 
are system wide and not object or query specific.

Figure 1

select * from star_signs s join birth_dates b 
using (employee_name) where s.sign_name=‘Leo’ 
and b.birth_month=‘August’

“The only time it is safe to gather 
statistics is when to do so would
make no difference.”
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a set of object statistics that helps the CBO
to come up with an execution plan that will
probably be the same or better than that of
the RBO, and on the other you minimise
the risk of a problem by leaving the statis-
tics alone until the next release of software.
If you do not have a release of software
planned, you may need a special release just
to update statistics. Either way the statistics
changes are tested before being deployed.

But be careful: this logic relies on at least
three dubious assumptions. The first is that
the same execution plan means the same
performance. We have already discussed
this and if the size of your database and its
tables are not all fairly static this policy will
be high-risk.

The second assumption is that the database
is accessed by a fixed set of SQL state-
ments, specifically the ones that you have
tested. This is usually untrue. Consider this
statement (see Figure 2):

This SQL statement changes every day,
because the date changes. If you have 
column statistics on date_column then 
the CBO may have a histogram, and may 
create a different execution plan depending
on whether it believes there are any 
values in the table that match the current
date, and if so how many. In some 
circumstances, however, you may be able 
to identify and manage these situations.

Of course if your users create their own 
“ad hoc” SQL statements then you are
pretty much sunk, and you must have 
up-to-date statistics to maximise your
chances of getting a reasonable execution
plan for these un-testable SQL statements.

There is a third false assumption, but it
does not significantly affect the matter of
how and when to obtain statistics. This
assumption is that the same SQL statement
with the same set of statistics will result in
the same execution plan. Almost incredibly
this assumption is also false. In Oracle 9i a
feature called bind variable peeking was
introduced. Without going into too much

detail about this feature, it means that a
SQL statement that uses bind variables can
get one execution plan on one day and
another on another – even with the same
values for the bind variables! This is a 
classic example of maximising the averages.
The resultant lack of predictability has
earned this feature a well deserved bad 
reputation3. However, bind variable 
peeking is not a major factor in 
determining a statistics gathering strategy
since it is equally unpredictable however
you gather statistics.

What has Oracle done to help?

Oracle is not unaware of this issue and 
provides a number of features to try and
improve the level of stability with the CBO.

In Oracle 8i, pretty much the only option
you had available was the use of hints. 
This Oracle feature is still a crucial tool
today but is inappropriately named. 

These so called hints are actually
directives; assuming the CBO 
recognises the “hint” as legal it is
obliged to act on it unless 
overridden by a Stored Outline,
SQL Profile or SQL Baseline – 
we will come onto these features

shortly. Hints allow you to control some or
all aspects of the execution plan. The general
advice here is that if you do decide to use
hints then you should hint heavily to fix the
execution plan completely.

The “Stored Outline” became available in
Oracle 9i, and allows you to fix the execu-
tion plan for a specific set of SQL state-
ments without adding hints to your code.
In fact, as just mentioned if a Stored
Outline is used then all hints placed in the
code will be ignored.

One way to use this feature is to save all of
the execution plans for all SQL statements
run on your system. Any SQL statement
that is run more than once will always use
the same execution plan. The CBO should
only devise a new execution plan when it
sees an SQL statement that has never
before been run on the system. This means
that when you update statistics it will not
affect the plans of any previously executed
SQL statements. However, if a small
change is made to an SQL statement then 
a brand new execution plan will be created.

In practice I have never heard of Stored
Outlines used in this way so cannot 
comment on how effectively it works in
practice. There is, however, an Oracle
Whitepaper that describes (in Appendix A)
how you might use this technique as part
of an upgrade plan. It is entitled
“Upgrading from Oracle Database 9i to
10g: What to expect from the Optimizer”
and can be found here:

http://www.oracle.com/technology/
products/bi/db/10g/pdf/twp_bidw_
optimizer_10gr2_0208.pdf

The other way to use Stored Outlines is for
a limited set of specific SQL statements.
This is usually done when no access to
source code is available, and hinting is
therefore not an option.

By the time 10g came along, Oracle had
obviously given this issue a great deal of
thought. First of all, if you have the SQL
Tuning Pack then you have access to the
SQL Tuning Advisor and SQL Profiles. 
If the term “hint” had not already been
used then SQL Profiles might well have
been named SQL hints, since these are
actually hints rather than directives. 
They do not fix a specific execution plan
but reduce the risk that any new execution
plan will be outrageous.

In addition Oracle made an implicit 
recognition of the dangers of changing 
statistics for the first time. Two of the new
procedures added to the DBMS_STATS
package were LOCK_SCHEMA_STATS
and LOCK_TABLE_STATS. This allowed
you to prevent automatic changes to 
statistics for specific objects.

Oracle 10g also provided an automatic 
statistics collection job for the first time.
That job only gathered statistics on objects
where the statistics were considered “stale”.
The ability to gather statistics only on stale
objects has been around since Oracle 8i,
but has never been the default option. 
The theory is that if there has been little
change to the data, then updated statistics
are not likely to cause the CBO to generate
a much better plan. Statistics are considered
stale if 10% of the rows have been inserted,
updated, or deleted since the last time 
statistics were gathered. This figure of 
10% seems ludicrously low and is 
customisable as of 11g.

In addition to the customisation of the 
definition of stale statistics, Oracle 11g
introduced SQL Baselines. Without the
SQL Tuning Pack the feature provides 
a direct replacement for Stored Outlines,
which are now deprecated. With the SQL
Tuning Pack you have the option to allow 
it to test new execution plans during a

3 Oracle 11g introduces a feature called “Adaptive
Cursor Sharing” which should reduce the risk of using
an outrageous execution plan. Time will tell!

Figure 2

select * from t1 where date_column = sysdate

“...if your users create their own 
“ad hoc” SQL statements then
you are pretty much sunk...”
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maintenance window, and then to evolve
the baseline for an SQL statement if the
cost is substantially lower. The definition 
of “substantial” is a factor of three. This 
un-customisable figure seems as ludicrously
high as the 10% change figure mentioned
above seemed ludicrously low. It does,
however, suggest a growing understanding
of the importance of stable execution 
performance. Perhaps this figure will be
customisable in a future release?

Some advanced topics

The most common use of the Partitioning
Option is range partitioning by date.
Typically, new partitions for upcoming 
periods are created as older partitions are
dropped, which can create some issues for
statistics collection. If you were to collect
statistics for the newly created partition just
after it was created, then the statistics
would accurately reflect the fact that the
partition was empty. There may not be a
sensible time to collect statistics on the 
partition as it will be constantly growing.
Frequently the maximum size of a partition
for one period will be about the same as
that for another. 

There is a procedure in the DBMS_STATS
package called COPY_TABLE_STATS,
that can be used to copy statistics from 
one partition to another. The procedure is
documented for the first time in 11g but is
available in earlier releases. By copying 
statistics from a full partition to an empty
one, you can ask the optimiser to base its
calculations on the worst case scenario. But
once again we have to be careful; column
statistics, including histograms, may exist
for the partitioning column or columns and
these may need to be manually adjusted.
Similarly global column statistics may exist
that indicate maximum and minimum 
values. You may wish to adjust or delete
these as well.

Some tables, such as staging tables used as
part of a bulk load operation, may have
highly volatile statistics. In these cases it
may be worthwhile to gather statistics each
time the tables are loaded to make sure that
the queries that follow behave optimally.
This is an alternative to using a locked set
of representative statistics. Remember,
however, that you cannot gather statistics
for temporary tables; you must either set
them manually to representative values or
rely on dynamic sampling.

Sometimes accurate statistics can be 
misleading and less accurate statistics can
be more meaningful. In these cases you 
can adjust the automatically gathered 
statistics to less accurate values so that the
optimizer is more likely to pick a better
execution plan. For example, if you lower

The idea was to retain one financial years
worth of data on the system (with about a
month extra for safety). The data didn’t
seem to have changed that much. The exe-
cution plan for the statement hadn’t
changed at all from the previous day. But
the previous day the job had run in under
one second and now it was taking hours.
Eventually somebody asked the question
“When did we go live with this system?”
You guessed it: exactly 400 days earlier!!

The motto of this story is simple. It doesn’t
matter how much time you spend 
designing and planning your system the
risk of a performance related problem can
never be entirely eliminated. So spend 
your time wisely and make sure your 
expectations are realistic.

the clustering factor of an index you will
increase the likelihood that it will pick that
index over others or a full table scan. 
This was the technique I used to deal with
the weird case I mentioned above where 
I knew that the Buffer Cache Hit Ratio
would be very high with the index and 
very poor with the full table scan. Don’t 
get carried away though; I have used this
technique only once in my career. It should
not be used because you know that 
“indexes are good and full table scans are
bad”. Only do this if you are sure both that
the optimiser is getting it wrong and you
know why it is getting it wrong.

How can you devise a statistics
gathering policy?

First of all you need to recognise that this is
one of those cases where one size does not
fit all. If you manage a large number of
databases, you should probably not enforce
the same policy on all of them. Most of the
time regularly updating object statistics
using the “GATHER STALE” option will
be the best option, particularly if users 
generate “ad hoc” queries that cannot be
tested in advance. If you have a limited
number of critical SQL statements then my
advice would be to fix their execution plans
with hints, Stored Outlines, or SQL
Baselines. If your database uses only a fixed
set of statements (as is the case on many
OLTP systems, for example) and the size 
of all of the tables remains fixed you may
decide to gather statistics only as part of 
a tested release. In this case you will have
to carefully examine your column statistics,
make provision for any partition mainte-
nance operations and generally expect to
spend a lot of time getting it right.

A final note of caution

Bear in mind that the CBO creates an 
execution plan for DML and DDL 
statements, not just queries. This anecdote
comes from an experience unrelated to
Oracle, or to any database for that matter,
but which is quite apt here. One day our
system started to go desperately slow. 
The problem was tracked to a piece of code
akin to the following, (see Figure 3):

Figure 3

delete from some_table where the_date_column < sysdate – 400;
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“... the risk of a performance
related problem can never be
entirely eliminated.”


